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DISAPPEARING PUMPKINS

Halloween may be over, but there's still tons of Fall-themed, science fun to be
had! Examine how with the right materials, you can make pumpkin candy have a
spooky chemical reaction. Enjoy this interesting and adaptable activity with your

students. Download the full experiment here!

WORKSHOP SPOTLIGHT:
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF A CHEMICAL KIND

NEW! Activities, materials, resources and connections to healthy
choices!
Our Pure Substances and Mixtures workshop has been updated for 2017. This
revised, hands-on workshop has each student doing their own experiments to
observe particle motion and solubility, as well as collaborating with other
students to plan experiments.
Your young chemists will use cool chemistry tools to analyze the ingredients in
a vitamin C tablet, determine how to get their daily dose of vitamins and
experiment to check the nutritional information on their juice box!

This workshop will connect chemistry and healthy living - extending your young
scientists knowledge about pure substances and mixtures into their real world.

You will also receive a new Teacher Resource Package, with five more
activities about pure substances and mixtures to extend learning in your
classroom after our expert presenters leave! Book now by clicking here.

#SiSIMPACT

Scientists in School has been focused over the last 27 years, not only
developing hands-on STEM workshops for young scientists, but developing
relationships with people like you! That's why we want you to join in on the
conversation by using the hashtag #SiSImpact on Twitter and Facebook. Share
examples of what Scientists in School means to you and your students, and
witness the impact we have on STEM education!

WHERE YOU CAN FIND US:
LEE VALLEY WORKSHOPS & STAO
CONFERENCE

Scientists in School has once again partnered with your local Lee Valley
Tools!
Kids and parents will experience hands-on, STEM activities together, such as
music and sound, or electricity and magnetism. Click the link to find upcoming
dates happening in your neighbourhood!

Are you attending the Science Teachers' Association of Ontario's 2016
conference on November 10, 11 and 12 in Toronto?
Make sure you come and visit us at booth 713 to learn more about our
programs, and new teacher resource packages we are releasing; or just say hi
and meet our amazing staff.
Check out the excellent line-up of workshops and speakers, and come
connect, explore and create. See you at STAO 2016!

PLAN A SCIENCE DAY!

What's better than getting your classroom excited about science? Getting
your whole SCHOOL excited about science, of course!
If you are interested in organizing a day of interactive science learning where
all classes participate in Scientists in School workshops at the same
time, contact us at eco@scientistsinschool.ca
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